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About This Game

Chocolate Factory is a fun clicker about hard-working Dwarves.

For centuries, a chocolate factory worked in the forest, in which respectable gnomes worked. The factory produced cakes and
pastries, sweets and truffles. However, the rabbit mafia always looked at the factory with disdain. Chocolate was a significant

competition for carrots. Rabbits didn't like it. They decided to take over the factory and start producing carrot pies.

Now you have to defend the interests of the chocolate factory. Watch out for production, prevent drunk Dwarves from the
conveyor, repel attacks of the rabbit mafia and load firewood in time. Chocolate is not to blame - it is simply delicious!
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Graphics wise it really isn't that bad

Bought it on sale and honestly would never buy it full price, bought it for the somewhat easy achievements as 6\/7 unlock on
startup

But as the hitboxes are completely broken the game literally doesn't function properly unless you use an autoclicker and slowly
get the score up

Don't recommend for now as it's completely broken
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